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Ted Seides: Hello. I'm Ted Seides, and this is 
Capital Allocators. This show is an open 
exploration of the people and process behind 
capital allocation. Through conversations with 
leaders in the money game, we learn how these 
holders of the keys to the kingdom allocate their 
time and their capital. You can keep up to date 
by visiting CapitalAllocatorsPodcast.com. 
 
My guest on today's show is Larry Siegel, the 
Gary Brinson Director of Research at the CFA 
Institute Research Foundation, and an 
independent consultant, writer and speaker. 
Before his, quote, unquote, retirement, Larry 
spent 15 years as the Head of Research at the 
Ford Foundation, and a dozen before that at 
Ibbotson Associates. 
 
Our conversation starts with lessons Larry 
learned in his time as an allocator, and turns to 
his recent paper describing his “9-1/2 Myths of 
Investing,” an allocator's version of Byron 
Wien's ten Annual Surprises. After walking 
through each, we touch on his recently released 
book, Fewer, Richer, Greener, which offers a case 
for long-term prosperity and growth, even 
amidst the unexpectedly tough times we're 
currently facing. 
 
Please enjoy my conversation with Larry Siegel. 
 
I know you've been in the business a long time, 
and we've certainly crossed paths over the years. 
Why don't you just dive in wherever you'd like, 
and talk a little bit about your path to where 
you're sitting today? 
 
Beginnings  
 
Larry Siegel: Well, at one point, after getting an MBA from the University of Chicago, I needed 
a job. I had worked for my professor, Roger Ibbotson, as a research assistant, and he hired me as 
the first employee of Ibbotson Associates, which didn't actually exist. He handed me a big pile 
of paper and he said, “I'm testifying at a utility rate of return hearing tomorrow morning, and 
I'd like you to read this and tell me what it says.” He gave me an office on the floor of his office. 
I’m a night owl and he’s an early bird, so when he left around 2:00, I got his desk and I stayed 
up and I wrote a summary of a pile of paper. It was there for him when he got there in the 
morning, and that was the beginning of Ibbotson Associates. 
 

A Brief Bio of Ted Seides 
 

Ted Seides, CFA, is the Founder of Capital 
Allocators LLC, which he created in 2016 
to explore best practices in the asset 
management industry from the 
perspective of asset owners, asset 
managers, and other relevant players. He 
created and hosts the Capital Allocators 
podcast (capitalallocatorspodcast.com) 
and serves as an advisor to allocators and 
asset managers. 
 
From 2017-2019, Ted also served as Chief 
Investment Officer of Perch Bay Group, a 
single-family office for which he built and 
managed a diversified portfolio of direct 
and fund investments across asset classes. 

From 2002 to 2015, Ted was a founder of 
Protégé Partners LLC and served as 
President and Co-Chief Investment Officer. 
Protégé was a leading multibillion-dollar 
alternative investment firm that invested 
in and seeded small hedge funds. In 2010, 
Larry Kochard and Cathleen Rittereiser 
profiled Ted in the book Top Hedge Fund 
Investors. In 2016, Ted authored So You 
Want to Start a Hedge Fund: Lessons for 
Managers and Allocators to share lessons 
from his experience. 
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This little enterprise eventually turned into a well-known data and consulting firm, which was 
merged into Morningstar in 2005. Meanwhile, I had been recruited out of that organization in 
1994 by the Ford Foundation, which made me their Director of Research. I worked as a plan 
sponsor – selecting managers, evaluating performance, acting as a kind of deputy CIO, for 15 
years, working for Linda Strumpf, one of the great Chief Investment Officers of our time. After 
that, I retired and set up a consulting practice. It's hard to call it a firm, because it’s just me and a 
couple of part-time helpers. 
 
So what I now do is write – mostly white papers for money management firms to hand out to 
their clients. Also, I’m the director of research, part-time from home, for the CFA Institute 
Research Foundation. Most recently, I've become a published author, with a book called Fewer, 
Richer, Greener, which was published by Wiley last year. 
 
Lessons learned in 15 years of capital allocation  
 
Ted: Take me back a little bit to your time at the Ford Foundation, and what your lessons 
were about investing, coming out of that experience over that long period of time. 
 
Larry: The most important lesson is a sign that hangs on Meir Statman’s wall. He's a professor 
at the University of Santa Clara, who works on behavioral finance. The sign says, “You are not 
so smart, and other people are not so stupid.” When you think you’re going to try to beat the 
market by doing careful due diligence, knowing all the colorful and interesting money 
managers in the world, traveling to visit their offices, and doing all the other things plan 
sponsors do, you may or may not beat the market. We did over the very long-run, but much of 
that was by having more equities than the average foundation in a period when equities went 
up tremendously. 
 
The other important thing I learned is that when you’re evaluating managers, you’ve pretty 
much heard all their sales pitches, and you know all of them personally. You know pretty large 
proportion of what they know; you just don’t do the detailed work that they do. So, if you meet 
one who teaches you something that is really new and different, then you have a chance of 
getting exceptional returns from that manager. Mostly they move in a herd and copy each other, 
so the manager that teaches you something different is the one you hire. 
 
Ted: In your role as director of research, how did you structure it and how did you think 
about research, which was quite different from the types of research you were doing at 
Ibbotson? 
 
Larry: The head of research at a plan sponsor or asset owner is really more like a head of risk 
and asset allocation. We didn’t do research to develop products and sell them to clients. We did 
it for our own benefit and, ultimately, the benefit of the people we give money to. I structured 
the job as responding to requests by my boss, Linda; our trustees, because I was responsible for 
a lot of the communication with the Foundation's trustees; and by other senior employees to 
find out what they needed done. 
 
Then, on my own initiative, I was in touch with all the directors of research at brokerage houses, 
money management firms, professors at universities, consultants - this Oort Cloud of people 
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who hang around the money management solar system. I learned what they were doing and 
tried to find little areas where I could contribute to it. 
 
I published a lot, so I wanted to get my name out there, even more than I did at Ibbotson 
Associates, because the second job that you have, other than doing your job, is to make sure that 
you can get another job. I pursued that route. No offense to my wonderful former employer, but 
you have to keep your resume sharp, and the way that a research professional does it is by 
publishing a lot of research. 
 
(Not) managing my own portfolio  
 
Ted: You had mentioned there’s this difference between when you’re in the thick of it, 
running around the world, talking to all these smart managers and trying to be smart – and, 
when you come out, you’re paying more attention to the Meir Statman quote on the wall. How 
have you changed the way you’ve thought about manager selection, and the value-added of 
active management since you’ve left the Ford Foundation? 
 
Larry: Since I've left, I have only managed my own portfolio, which is a very modest portfolio, 
but it still takes management. What I do is I buy index funds, diversified across asset classes, 
and then forget about them. I don’t literally subscribe to the view of, “Never sell anything,” 
because that’s a tax strategy, and most of my assets are in IRAs and 401(k)s. I believe that if you 
try to time in and out of markets, you will tend to buy high and sell low, and that’s the opposite 
of what you should be doing. 
 
My rancher friend in Oregon says his strategy is to “buy sheep, sell deer.” I listened a little more 
carefully, and I figured out he was saying, "Buy cheap, sell dear." I haven't had any luck with 
the “sell dear” part, so I only keep buying and hoping that it’s cheap. In other words, I’m a truly 
long-term investor. I still have shares of the Vanguard S&P index fund that I bought in 1982. I 
would have preferred to be shareholder #1 of Jack Bogle’s fund but I didn’t have any money in 
1976. 
 
Ted: When you spent that much time running around talking to great managers, and you had 
relationships with them, how did you think about, when you stepped away, whether you 
should take some of your capital and give it to those managers – compared to just saying, 
“Okay, I’m on my own now. I should just index like everybody else who doesn’t have the 
information that I do about the active management community”? 
 
Larry: I did think that I should invest with some of the managers, but they have high 
minimums. If you need a half million dollars to invest with a manager, I can’t do that. I’m not 
putting a large percentage of my net worth in with one active manager, and I don’t have 
enough money to diversify among a bunch of them. I gave one manager, who has a frontier 
markets fund, $25,000, which is just enough to matter to me. It has done terribly, but my 
philosophy is “buy all the way down” because, at some point, you’re going to be very happy 
with those prices – or my kids will. 
 
I’m 65, but I’m fairly immature. If I ever become a grownup at 75 or 85, I’ll look back on today’s 
prices and think that they were pretty reasonable. They are not a screaming buy, at least in the 
United States, but much of the rest of the world feels like a bargain to me. 
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Nine and a half myths of investing 
 
Ted: I want to talk about two different pieces of work. One is a recent piece you put out on 
myths of investing, as we look out past this difficult period of time. The other, of course, is the 
book. Why don't we start with the myths piece? 
 
Larry: In 2011, I was invited to travel to Brazil. I went because I wanted to see Rio de Janeiro 
but the conference was in São Paulo, so I got to see two cities. One beautiful and the other not. 
They asked me, "What would you like to talk about?" and I said, “My concern that a lot of 
investors are beholden to wrong thinking.” It is fun to be a myth buster. It’s fun to say, “The 
Emperor has no clothes.” 
 
So, for that engagement, I wrote an article called Nine Myths of Investing, and I presented it in 
Brazil. It written up in one of the investment rags and became pretty popular, so after five years 
I updated it and published it again. I was going to wait another five years, but 2020 is so 
different from 2016 that I said, "Why don’t I update the myths one more time, but take a 
different approach and look at more macro myths?” For example, myth number one is: There's 
so much indexing that the market must be getting more inefficient because there’s not enough 
money managed by people who analyze securities. That's a myth. 
 
Ted: That's a common discussion back and forth. Is there a tipping point at which you think 
index funds would have to amass 80%, 90%, 95%, 99% of the market before the active 
component would be inefficient? 
 
Larry: I think there is a tipping point, and that we’re nowhere near it. It probably is somewhere 
past 80% and before 95%. I’d be very surprised if we ever get there because, as you approach 
that point, fewer and fewer dollars are managed actively, and it should become easier to beat 
the market. The fact that most active managers don’t beat the market shows you we’re nowhere 
near the tipping point. 
 
Can governments borrow without limit? 
 
Ted: That’s myth number one; keep on rolling. 
 
Larry: Myth number two is that there’s no inflation, so the government can borrow all it wants. 
Well, a government is like any other organization. It has a balance sheet and an income 
statement. Cash in has to be at least as much as cash out, or the government is in trouble. A 
government does have a printing press, but it doesn’t print real economic resources like trucks, 
and factories, and patents, and labor contracts. They print this stuff called money, which loses 
its value the more you print of it. 
 
There was a discussion about a decade ago started by two professors, Carmen Reinhart and 
Kenneth Rogoff. They wrote a book called This Time It's Different, showing that highly indebted 
nations get into fiscal trouble when their debt to GDP ratio exceeds 90%. They were, of course, 
studying a period when interest rates were much higher, so the debt service on a debt to GDP 
ratio that high could be enough to consume a lot of your tax revenue, and crowd out the 
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legitimate functions of government. With interest rates being lower, you can go to a higher debt 
to GDP ratio. Ninety percent is not a magic number. 
 
A group of researchers later found that Reinhart and Rogoff had made a data error. Because 
their work was not done quite carefully enough, their opponents took that as evidence that 
everything they said was wrong, and that you could borrow all you wanted. Well, no, you can’t. 
The more you borrow, the worse your credit becomes, and interest rates go up. We haven’t 
reached that point, but that doesn’t mean the point does not exist. At today’s low interest rates, 
the tipping point could be much higher, even 180% of GDP, but at some level of indebtedness, 
we will have problems. 
 
There are only three was a government can raise revenue. We can either get it through taxing 
current income; borrowing, which means taxing future income; inflating away the real value of 
existing debt, which is taxing the past. In other words, inflation is a tax on the accumulated 
savings from work done in the past. David Ricardo said this in 1817. These principles have not 
changed, so we can expect inflation at some point because the government is printing a lot of 
money. 
 
Ted: In markets like this, when people start paying a lot more attention to the indebtedness of 
corporations and the risk of bankruptcy, how do you think about the optimal capital structure 
for government? 
 
Larry: The optimal capital structure for government would probably involve some way that 
people could own equity in the government, but that is not legal or practical. I believe that a 
government should be prepared for emergencies because, God knows, they happen. Keep your 
debt level low, because when there’s a war, or a pandemic, or a depression, the debt level is 
going to have to rise, so it’s a tremendous advantage for the debt to start out at a low level. 
Keynes said that, but today’s Keynesians conveniently forget that he did and want to run 
deficits all the time. 
 
So I guess I would say I’m a fiscal conservative. I’m not a social conservative. But I do believe 
that the government should conserve resources so it can use them to do what governments do, 
which is help people when times are tough. 
 
Growth versus value 
 
Ted: Let's move on to number three. 
 
Larry: Myth number three is that we’re in a New Era of breakneck technological change where 
growth outperforms value permanently, or at least for as long a time as anyone’s time horizon. 
First of all, I don’t think that’s mathematically possible. There can never be a permanently 
preferred return to a certain part of the market because, if one part of the market earns a risk-
adjusted return that’s higher than the rest of the market, and people know this and expect it to 
continue, then a wall of money will come in and drive the price of the preferred part of the 
market up to a point where it is not preferred any more. The wall of money has produced a 
point in the cycle where growth is very extended and value is very cheap. 
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We’re close to the extremes of value-versus-growth valuation that we saw in 1999, and we 
know what happened after that. Value did so well that it became the only type of investment 
anybody wanted. Then it got to the point where value was expensive and growth was cheap, 
and the cycle went the other way from about 2000 to 2006. We're now 13 or 14 years into this 
growth wave, and it’s been driven by a group of companies I call FANMAG, because I can 
pronounce it. Facebook, Apple, Netflix, Microsoft, Amazon, and Google. I guess I should add 
Tesla, but I can’t make an acronym out of it. FATMAN-plus-G just doesn’t cut it. 
 
This can go on longer than you think, and it has. It could go on for longer than you think in the 
future, and it may. That just makes the rest of the market, including the non-U.S. equity market 
where the whole thing is behaving like a value investment, even more attractive. If you’re a 
long-term investor, you should probably tilt your portfolio toward value, not growth, at this 
point. You may lose for a while, but in 10 or 20 years, you'll be very happy. 
 
Is international investing a winner or loser? 
 
Ted: All right. Next up. 
 
Larry: Myth number four: we're in a new bipolar world of U.S. and Chinese dominance, so 
those two economies are the only ones anyone should care about. Since it’s hard to invest in 
China, a very large weight in the United States is a good idea.  
 
Well, sure. It’s a great country, and it has the largest market cap in the world by far, $37 trillion 
as of the end of last year. It’s down from that, obviously. The second largest is China at around 
$6 trillion, and that doesn't include Hong Kong. But how about the rest of the world? If you add 
up the next 20 countries – Japan, Hong Kong, France, India, Canada, the UK and so forth – you 
get to 30-some trillion dollars, almost exactly same as the United States. 
 
Japan is as big as China, within rounding error, and much more liquid and transparent. Taiwan, 
which is somehow not a country, is $1.2 trillion, which would cause it to rank just below 
Australia but above the Netherlands, and put it well into the top 20 and almost the top 10. Little 
country, lots of money; I’d say that about Israel too, one of the brightest stars in the tech 
firmament. 
 
Ignoring these investment opportunities is ridiculous. They’re dirt cheap; the EAFE ex-US index 
hasn't gone up since 2014. The emerging market index has been all over the place, and the 
frontier market index is down. You can buy emerging and frontier companies at 10 times 
earnings. You can’t buy them here for that price unless the company has one foot in the grave. 
 
The fastest growing economies in the world are India, Vietnam, Bangladesh, and some in 
Africa. It’s just a myth that the United States is the only country worth investing in. The farther 
afield you go from the mainstream, the more likely you are to find great deals. If you’re an 
active manager, you should pursue these. If you’re an index fund holder, as I am for most of my 
personal investments, I would just hold the global portfolio rather than the U.S. portfolio, so 
that about half of your equities are in the U.S., and that’s an appropriate weight. 
 
Ted: To what extent, when you're thinking about returns, are you thinking about valuation or 
economic growth? 
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Larry: I’m thinking about both. Warren Buffett famously said that growth is part of the value 
equation. You can’t separate them.  
 
The underlying driver of a stock isn’t the growth of the overall economy; it’s the growth of 
corporate profitability. If you’re in a country that is growing fast but it’s hard for companies to 
grow without taking tremendous amounts of dilution, you have to distinguish between the 
growth of the economy and the valuation of the stock. That’s what active management in non-
U.S. markets is good for. 
 
Larry: There are an awful lot of people who looked at the BRIC countries and said, "Well, these 
countries are growing at 5% to 8%, and the U.S. is growing at 1% or 2%, so we’ll just put our 
money in the BRICs,” and they went down. They went up a lot before they went down, but only 
the early birds got the worm. Later investors got the “bird.” From 2002 to 2007, the emerging 
markets index went up by a multiple of five to one, and that’s how you get rich. If you bought 
at the top, even though the countries are much richer than they were in 2007, you haven’t 
broken even yet. 
 
While emerging market stocks have disappointed, the people in those countries still want to get 
rich. They’ll do what it takes to become middle income and then upper-income countries. 
What’s stopping them is bad government. 
 
We’ve seen this in China, which achieved the greatest amount of wealth-building in a short 
time in the history of the world. We are much richer, Europe is much richer, as is Japan, but we 
took 200 years to do it. They took 40, and their population is much larger than that of the United 
States. But it’s hard to make money buying the Chinese index ETF. I think you have to be an 
active manager, and there are some great ones there. 
 
Will artificial intelligence make us all rich? 
 
Ted: Great. Well, let's move on. Myth number five is just a really interesting take on the next 
wave of technology and investing, so why don't you dive right in there? 
 
Larry: The next wave clearly has something to do with big data and artificial intelligence. 
Sometimes it’s called machine learning. Bryan Kelly, who is at Yale and AQR, and used to be at 
the University of Chicago, gave a great talk on this when he spoke at the Q Group, which is a 
discussion group for investment executives and in particular for quantitative people, hence the 
“Q”. He said that machine learning is just applied statistics. It’s what you learned when you took 
your statistics class in college or graduate school and you read Thomas Bayes, who lived in the 
1700s, and Carl Friedrich Gauss, who lived in the 1800s. 
 
Machine learning doesn’t do anything that is not in these foundational works, but it feels 
different and works differently when you apply it to really large amounts of data – trillions of 
bytes – with really fast computers. This technology is valuable, and Kelly uses it with the firm 
that he works for, AQR. He’s a strong advocate of it, but he doesn’t believe that people should 
be fooled into thinking that we’ve taught machines how to think the way people think, nor is 
having access to big data an automatic or magical way of making money. 
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It's just fundamental analysis. If you have a satellite photographing the parking lots, comparing 
the number of people who are parked in front of different stores, you're doing the same thing 
that a fundamental analyst was doing 50 years ago by listening to brokers’ calls, or by going to 
visit companies and seeing what the executives had to say. You’re trying to get under the hood 
of the company and find out, through legal means, what information the executives and 
customers and suppliers have. That's all that machine learning is. 
 
Ted: As the sophistication of those data collection techniques grows, how do you think about 
the importance of that in active management? 
 
Larry: I don't know. I have a client, consisting of some really smart people, almost scary smart, 
who are going to try this. They haven’t launched, but if anybody has a chance of being the 
benchmark with that technology, it's them. We'll see how they do. They're going to have 
competition. A lot of people can set up operations like that, the same way a lot of people can 
hire security analysts to tear apart balance sheets and visit companies. 
 
The first-mover advantage is another myth. Pioneers get shot. They spend a lot of money, 
invent the necessary technology, then the settlers who come in behind them get rich. The 
second-mover advantage is the real advantage. Then the third, fourth. and fifth face 
diminishing returns. I don't know where this particular firm stands in the hierarchy, but if you 
can legally obtain information other people don't have, you should use it. 
 
Why are central bankers treated like rock stars? 
 
Ted: The next myth is tied to what you’re saying about inflation. Why don’t you dive in on 
the activities of central banks? 
 
Larry: Central bankers are the new rock stars. In the business world we used to worship CEOs. 
I remember being in business school and Barry Sullivan, president of the First National Bank of 
Chicago, came to give a talk but he showed up early and hung out in the students’ drinking 
lounge. People were looking at him the way they would look at Paul McCartney in the audience 
at a concert, “Hey, there's a CEO over there.” Now it’s central bankers. People know central 
bankers the way they know the names of their favorite rock stars or rap stars or whatever. 
 
Central bankers have put themselves in a position where we believe they can get us out of any 
kind of scrape we get ourselves into. This has occurred to some extent because, we, the people 
have allowed them to, and to some extent because they’ve promoted the idea. “A flood of 
money into the economy is the pill that cures all ills.”  
 
Let's look critically at that for a second. When you’re a fireman, you benefit from an abundance 
of fires. No disrespect meant to first responders, but if you fall down in my little town, 16 
firemen come in four firetrucks to pick you up and see if you need to go to the hospital. They 
need emergencies in order to justify their jobs and paychecks. 
 
When you’re a central banker, you're really bored almost all the time except in economic 
emergencies, when you become really important. So you benefit from emergencies and if there 
are either perceived or real emergencies all the time, you get asked to consult with kings and 
presidents, invited to the best parties, and dine in $500 a plate restaurants. This is craziness. 
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John Maynard Keynes said the government should engage in deficit spending during downturns, 
and build up a surplus or a reserve during periods of growth, which is most of the time. 
Keynesians generally don't have much in common with the economics of Keynes. They think 
it's always an emergency, so they're always trying to stimulate. Then, when you have a real 
emergency, they're out of ammunition and can't do much of anything. I call this the “crisis 
crisis.” The crisis is that there is always a crisis. Everything that happens is a justification for 
expensive intervention, which benefits the interveners. I think more humility about what central 
banking can do would be a great idea. 
 
Ted: Why do you think these shifts happen where CEOs used to be the rockstars and now 
they are central bankers? 
 
Larry: I haven’t thought about that, but there was a period of about 30 years between those two 
where money managers were the rock stars; Warren Buffett still is, and Jim Simons. Society goes 
through fads and fashions. There was jazz, and then there was rock, and now there’s rap. 
Despite all of my best efforts, rap has not gone away. Alan Greenspan had something to do with 
the glorification of central bankers by being a very activist one, but that is probably not a 
sufficient explanation. 
 
There’s been a tendency to think that governments are responsible for running the economy. 
Franklin D. Roosevelt certainly helped with that perception, but then it faded. We didn’t hear 
about Trumanomics or Eisenomics. They were concerned with foreign policy and running the 
government efficiently. But with the succession of financial crises that started in the 1970s, the 
people have longed for a man on a white horse to ride to the rescue and say, “I know what to 
do, and everything will be fine.” Neither corporations nor money managers are in a position to 
do that. Governments can at least pretend.  
 
Is the endowment model broken? 
 
Ted: When you first did the Nine Myths in 2011, one of your myths was that the endowment 
model was broken. Maybe people still think that because it is still on your list. 
 
Larry: I think that they believe the endowment model is broken because endowments have 
underperformed the stock market by a lot. But what actually happened? Endowments went into 
alternatives, which range from normal to exotic. Normal alternatives these days are real estate 
and private equity, plus hedge funds and possibly commodities. Exotics include intellectual 
property rights such as music royalties and pharmaceutical royalties, viatical life insurance 
settlements, and so forth. 
 
Endowment performance has been about what you would expect in a normal rate of return 
environment, with equities returning say 9% a year, and bonds 5% -- the environment we all 
grew up with. In such a market, I think endowments would have beat a 60/40 mix of stocks and 
bonds with their positioning. But the stock market doubled and then doubled again, and even 
more surprisingly the bond market went on a tear, so that the 60/40 benchmark outperformed 
everybody who bet against the conventional mix.  
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You can't compete with 60/40 in a decade like the 2010s by buying private equity, or by buying 
portfolios of hedged instruments where you hedge out the beta, because all the action is in the 
beta. If endowments continue doing what they have been doing and markets act more like 
normal markets, I think that they'll do fine. They're not going to shoot the lights out, because 
those opportunities don't exist anymore. 
 
Colleges that are providing a poor product for a high price don’t deserve to survive, and they're 
going to be in trouble no matter how their endowments do. If you provide a good product at a 
fair price, the college should survive the current crisis, but it helps a lot to have some extra 
money and that is the role the endowment can play. James Tobin, the economics Nobel Prize 
winner, said that endowment funds represents the claims of the future against the present, and I 
think that endowments, in general, are doing an okay job of honoring that responsibility. 
 
Are we in a low return environment? 
 
Ted: I'm going to jump around a little bit because part of your framing was this notion of 
normal returns, in contrast to the turmoil we’ve recently gone through. A couple of your myths 
relate to the perception of a low return environment. Certainly, on the bond side, I think that 
continues, and we’ll see how this all shakes out with stocks. Why don’t you discuss those 
thoughts? 
 
Larry: The mantra a decade ago was that we’re going to be in a low return environment. People 
looked back 10 years, saw that we had had two crashes, and it looked like we were going to be 
in a low return environment because that was all anybody could remember. But if you’re in a low 
return environment for long enough, you’re in a high return environment.  
 
Then, the stock market doubled, and doubled again. Bonds went up and up. Now that we’ve 
been in a high return environment until seven weeks ago, we’re back in a low return 
environment because prices are high. They’re not all that high in international equities, but they 
are in U.S. equities, and the prices of fixed income are simply out of sight everywhere. 
 
Negative nominal yields are kind of like gravity beginning to pull things up instead of down. 
You can “invest” in German bonds where you buy a bond for 103 euros today, and in 30 years, 
having received no interest, you receive 100 euros back. I don’t know who would buy one, 
unless they’re forced to do so by regulation or contract (say, in an index fund), or unless they’re 
expecting a lot of deflation. (I have advised investors to buy TIPS, which have lousy expected 
returns if there’s no inflation but become very attractive if inflation comes back.) Now that’s a 
low return environment. 
 
The crash of 2020 
 
Ted:  This raises an interesting question. The market recently fell 34%, all of a sudden. Does 
that mean we’re back in a high return environment? 
 
Larry: I don’t know, because the market has already recovered much of the initial decline. But 
here is something to think about whenever there is market turmoil. Lord Rothschild, one of the 
many Lords Rothschild, I don’t know which one, said many years ago, “Buy when there’s blood 
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in the streets,” but we usually forget the second half of his aphorism, “Even if the blood is your 
own.” The blood is our own, but I’m inclined to think that we’re going to get through this panic.  
 
If you care about the next 20 or 30 years, not the next 20 or 30 weeks, what’s most likely to 
happen? We’ll get this under control. SARS-Cov-2 will be a virus that we deal with on an 
ongoing basis like the flu, or SARS, or MERS, or AIDS, or polio. There will be a vaccine, there 
may be a cure, and we’ll move on to the next battle in the never-ending war between viruses 
and people.  
 
Meanwhile, global growth should proceed around 3½%, which is the historical rate. I think it 
will be better, actually, because we have been in a slow period for the United States. Right now, 
we’re in a little bit of a technological lull, but Vietnam isn’t, Bangladesh isn’t. China isn’t, 
although they’re having some short-term troubles including very disappointing leadership. The 
rest of the world wants to live the way we do, and if they can't come here physically, they want 
to make their countries look more like the United States. 
 
Energy needs and enabling the poor to become middle class 
 
Ted: Let’s turn to the last one. I'm going to be diving in more in the future on the movement 
in ESG. You’ve picked on one aspect of it. 
 
Larry: Probably the biggest myth of all is that we can move the whole world into the middle 
class without using energy in the form that we currently know. Climate change is a concern, but 
the error bars around the potential costs of, or damage done by, climate change are so far apart 
that they range all the way from no damage at all, we don’t care if it happens or not, to 
effectively the end of the world. When we have that little knowledge, it’s hard to figure out 
what to do. 
 
Meanwhile, most of the people in the world have never been middle class, and wants nothing 
other than to be able to buy a car, or a refrigerator, have some savings, perhaps own their 
apartment, live like Americans, or the Portuguese, or the southern Brazilians, or the Taiwanese 
– whoever your role model is for a middle class society. The biggest ingredient in that recipe is 
energy. 
 
I have an anecdote in my book called Fewer, Richer, Greener, which you said we’d get to in a 
minute, but I’m going to quote from it now. There are women and children in Kenya, which is 
not a particularly poor African country but it has a lot of poor people in it, who spend hours 
every day searching for wood to burn inside their homes without a chimney. That’s how they 
heat their homes, that’s how they cook, and it’s probably how they get lighting. 
 
They suffer from serious lung disease starting at a young age. More people die from smoke 
inhalation than from malaria. Their education is severely reduced because little children have to 
work in the field during school hours, collecting wood. I just cannot bring myself to support a 
policy that takes energy away from these people. They need to use more, not less. Maybe we 
need to use less. Energy transitions from wood to coal, coal to oil, oil to nuclear, take a long time 
because of the size of the installed base and the amount of capital required to build out the new 
infrastructure. Meanwhile people have pressing needs, life-and-death needs, right now. 
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We’re going to use a lot of carbon-based energy, whether we think it’s good for the 
environment or not, so we need to be looking at ways to remove carbon from the atmosphere. 
There’s a lot of technology being developed to do that. I’m very encouraged by those 
developments. We need to find ways to get clean energy, fast. “Fast” means 20 to 40 years. The 
cleanest energy there is, is nuclear power. We know how to build small, standardized nuclear 
power plants so that the parts are interchangeable and the knowledge is interchangeable. If you 
have a problem in one plant, the nuclear engineers from another plant can just drive over and 
take a look, instead of custom building each one and requiring a different skill set for the people 
that run each one. 
 
These problems can be solved. We have to have the political will. I believe that as this energy 
transition takes place, there’s a very large opportunity for investors in the right kinds of 
companies and countries. 
 
Ted: I want to make sure we get a chance to talk about your book, because we’re coming 
through such a difficult time. If nothing else, the book is an extraordinarily broad look at 
reasons to be optimistic for the long term. Why don’t you just dive into the thesis, and we’ll go 
from there? 
 
Fewer, richer, greener 
 
Larry: The thesis is that there are three great trends that are underappreciated by most people. 
One is that the population explosion is coming to an end, hence my use of the word "fewer." 
We’re not actually going to have a decline in world population until probably the end of the 
century. The population is going to continue to grow, but much more slowly than anyone was 
expecting a generation ago.  Richer: the world is getting richer, so much richer that it’s almost 
hard to believe the data. 
 
For the first time in history, half of the world’s population is middle class by the standards of 
the World Bank. The world GDP per capita, in purchasing power parity terms, is $18,000. That's 
what the United States GDP per capita was in 1949, when we were unquestionably a first-world 
country, when we were the richest country in the world. The fact that the whole world now 
lives, on average, at a standard that only the United States enjoyed 70 years ago, is the greatest 
economic accomplishment of mankind.  
 
In other words, economic growth has brought modest amounts of comfort and wealth to about 
3-½ billion people. This is completely unprecedented in the history of the world, and it has all 
happened very recently. 
 
Greener: the environment is getting better. If you look back at 1960 or 1970, our industrial cities 
here in the United States were just disgusting. When I was 15, the Cuyahoga River, which is the 
main river in Cleveland, Ohio, caught on fire and almost set one of the bridges above it on fire. 
Now you can swim in Lake Erie and people do. (That’s the lake that that river drains into.)  
 
Two things happened. One is regulation, the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act, which 
were long overdue. Now countries enact environmental laws and regulations at a much lower 
level of income than we did. They learned from our mistakes. 
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The factor in the re-greening of the world is deindustrialization of the United States, moving 
heavy industry to China, Mexico, and many other places. Newly industrialized countries are 
going through their dirty phase, but moving into the clean phase cleaning it up much faster 
than we ever did. The amount of forest in the world is going up, not down. The amount of 
recreational land available to people in cities is going up, not down. The amount of dangerous 
pollution, especially toxic chemicals and airborne particulate matter, is much more under 
control than it was two generations ago. 
 
Climate change is an issue that I try to tread on lightly in the book because it makes everybody 
angry. They either believe that is a catastrophe that cannot be avoided, or that it’s not a 
problem, that we just have to adapt to it and live with it. I come exactly right down the middle. 
I’m kind of a lukewarmist. I believe that we will mostly have to adapt, but that warming is a 
real phenomenon. There are things we can do to mitigate it, and we should be prepared to do 
more to mitigate it in case it becomes more of a problem than it is now. 
 
The great betterment: 250 years of progress 
 
Ted: What was the most interesting aspect of your research, as you were putting it together? 
 
Larry: The “richer” part, because I’m trained as a financial economist so I know more about. In 
particular, the causes of the Great Betterment of the last 250 years. What made people start to be 
able to accumulate assets and human capital, that is, the ability to generate income, starting 
between 1750 and 1800 in the northwestern corner of Europe – England, Scotland, the 
Netherlands – and then spreading to the rest of Europe, North America, and Japan in the 19th 
century? This betterment then spread to much larger parts of the world in the later part of the 
20th century. What is this phenomenon and how can we make sure it continues? Those are the 
questions I hoped to answer. 
 
People have been around for tens of thousands of years and they never created enduring wealth 
on a large scale. You’ve got these little bubbles of achievement. Ancient Greece, ancient Rome, 
Italy in the 15th century. You had a “first great divergence” in the early modern era where 
Europe pulled away from China and India, which were the dominant economies in the Middle 
Ages. Europe had the Renaissance, which improved living conditions for many people, but not 
most. In 1750, there were people who were just as poor as they had been in 750. 
 
Then, things changed very fast. The usual explanation is capitalism, property rights, the 
Declaration of Independence. The fact that England became a parliamentary democracy instead 
of an absolute monarchy. The discovery of ways to tame and use various kinds of energy. The 
effective elimination of slavery. When you have to pay workers in voluntary, arm’s-length 
transactions, they have an incentive to increase their human capital. Another factor is the 
emergence of corporations. Large organizations can accomplish things that smaller ones can’t. 
Consider Edison and Westinghouse, Ford and Rockefeller, Bill Gates. 
 
Advice for investors 
 
Ted: Let me ask you one more thing before we just dive into some closing questions. If you 
think about the thesis of Fewer, Richer, Greener, what would be the implications of it if you were 
sitting in your old seat at the Ford Foundation, and other allocators? 
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Larry: International diversification, and a focus on equities. First of all, market conditions make 
it hard to focus on anything but equities. You can’t make any money on bonds at zero or 
negative interest rates. There’s going to be more even wealth creation in the future than there 
was in the last 250 years.  
 
Equities have had a great run. It’s hard to be bullish about something that’s gone up that much, 
but after a period of adjustment like we’ve just had, I’m more optimistic about the future. The 
point is to participate as an investor in this continuing betterment of living standards around 
the world. The way that the system lets you do that is through three kinds of equity: publicly 
traded stocks; private equity of various kinds, including things like infrastructure; and real 
estate. Those would be my focus. 
 
In conclusion: Personal thoughts 
 
Ted: All right, great. Well, let me ask you a couple of closing questions, and we’ll wrap it up. 
What’s your favorite hobby or activity, outside of work and family? 
 
Larry: I play three instruments: piano, guitar, and violin. I also like to walk on the beach for 
exercise and to appreciate the beauty of California where I live part of the time. As I’m in my 
middle 60s, I can’t do everything I used to do, so I do what I can. I’ve been playing all three 
instruments at some level of skill for 50 years, so maybe I’ll put together a band. 
 
Ted: What's your biggest pet peeve? 
 
Larry: People who are negative. Everything that happens in the world involves a black cloud 
and a silver lining. It’s become popular to focus on the doom and gloom. 
 
Ted: How about your biggest investment pet peeve? 
 
Larry: People who pick individual stocks without knowing anything about them, other than 
that they are popular or make glamorous products. I tell them, “Shut up and index.” 
 
Ted: What teaching from your parents has most stayed with you? 
 
Larry: Kindness. 
 
Ted: That’s always a good one. All right, Larry, last one. What life lesson have you learned, 
that you wish you knew a lot earlier in your life? 
 
Larry: Make sure you’re having fun. That is sometimes misinterpreted as, “Follow your 
dreams.” You may follow your dreams all the way to the poorhouse. It’s no fun to be poor. 
Learn to do something that enriches other people’s lives so that they’ll pay you, and that is also 
fun, because you’re going to be doing it a lot, for a long time. 
 
Ted: Larry, thanks so much for taking the time. Really appreciate it. 
 
Larry: Thank you, Ted. 


